
ANNEXURE 
Scrutiny Comments on Final Mine closure Plan for VaragupadiLimestone mine over an 
extent of 0.96.5Ha in Varagupadi - Village  AlathurTaluk (formerly PerambalurTaluk), 
Perambalur District , Tamil Nadu State of M/s. Vijaya cements. Mine code-38TMN24012 
(Date of MCDR Inspection-31/01/2019). 
 

1) Introduction: Area under mining indicated as 0.573hect under table no.4 at the end of 

FMCP is incorrect as it is less than the actual, should be corrected in all concerned 

paras&subparas. Further,the combined pit dimensions indicating the range of width 

and depth should be discussed as pits are connected. 

2) page-4- para-      During inspection only one pit was observed but it is mentioned that 

two pits are there which must be corrected in text. 

3) Para 1.2: No mention about  notice of “Form–D” for abandonment of mine as required 

under rule 21of MCDR-2017, at least ninety days before the intended date of such 

abandonment accompanied by plans and sections has not been submitted to this 

office till date. 

4) page-8 table-5- the year of drilling of core drills  with GPS co-ordinates is to be 

mentioned in the table. 

5) Page - (a)Para 4.1:Mine closure ,The proposal for mine closure is not made for any 

work to be carried out during the closure period. 

(b) Mined out area indicated 0.573 is incorrect, the exact area covered by pit need to 

be mentioned. Time bound action plan indicating the formation of sub benches with 

more afforestation including on benches also need to be proposed including nurturing 

period for proposed afforestation. Mined-out pit should be protected with proper 

bund/strong fencing . 

6) (a)The mine closure should include the sub benching of all the periphery of open pit 

meant for water harvesting pond using the peripheral bund which is kept all around 

the pit . 

b) The two benches formed will be densely afforested. 

c) The southwest corner of the pit should be made with concrete stair case. 

d) All the above points should be included apart from the proposed works already 

been mentioned in the document.  

7)  Page no.17: para 6.0: The time schedule mentioned is not adequate, should be 

revised to carry out the detailed given in para 4.1. 

8)  Page-18-pare-7.0-abandonment cost should be recalculated based on the point given 

in para-4.1. 

Plates: 

1) General: Area under mining indicated as 0.573hect is incorrect under all land use 

tables, should be calculated corrected as per the dimensions of the mined out pit. 

2)  RL’s of benches have not be marked on any plan. It should be marked. 

3)  plate-III- as the two pit only one was open / both the pits are joined only one pit should 

be mentioned in the plates. 

4) plate-I and VI- the cross-section along X1-Y1 not shown in the plan view. 

5)  plate-VI should be renamed as financial assurance plan. 

6)  Plate-VIII – only trees should be mentioned as the shrub’s are bushy growth which 

cannot be taken in rehabilitation. 

…….. 


